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Abstract

While Russia’s military invasion of Ukraine has resulted in a decoupling with the West on a scale not seen since the worst years of the Cold War, Russia has not been isolated from the non-Western world and has even reinvested its diplomatic energy toward the Global South. This paper focuses on Russia’s relationships with the Islamic world and how they have been transformed — or not — by the Ukraine war. It discusses both Russia’s “internal” Islamic realm and how the Middle East has reacted to the strategic tectonic shift unleashed by the war and Western sanctions. It explains that the role and place of Islam in Russia have been reinforced by the war context, as Islamic institutions and Muslims are seen by the Russian regime as among the most loyal constituencies. It concludes that the main Middle Eastern regional powers have been able to consolidate their transactional foreign policies and use the war to assert their autonomy toward Western actors so that Russia’s weakening does not result in the West’s increased influence but in a more multipolar order.
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Introduction

Russia’s war against Ukraine marks a tectonic shift in the world order. The war is dramatically reshaping the Western world, re-energizing Europe’s sense of unity, accelerating its energy decoupling from Russia in favor of the US, and giving a newfound sense of legitimacy to NATO’s mission. It is also generating many domino effects all over the world, from renewed nuclear risks to global food-security challenges, as well as speeding up the division between a Global North reinvigorated by the war and a Global South refusing to take a stand on a war that is not seen as theirs. On the home front, the decision to “partially” mobilize men for the war front is also shaking Russian society, contributing to a readjustment of the inner equilibrium between its different segments.

Following a previous Ifri Russie.NEI.Visions paper on Russian Islam (published in December 2021),¹ this new Note takes stock of ten months of Russia’s war against Ukraine to reflect on Russia’s relationship with the Islamic world, both domestically and internationally. Russian citizens from Muslim backgrounds have been playing a critical role in the Russian Armed Forces, and the Islamic world, especially the Middle East, has been able to maintain a balancing act between both sides of the conflict and has even strengthened its strategic autonomy. This confirms that the war has a global effect on the world order and that Russia’s decline does not mean a rise in the West’s influence; on the contrary, it seems to substantiate a decline of both on the global scene in favor of a more decentralized world order.

The Place of Muslims in Russia’s Ukraine War

One of the main paradoxes of Russia’s war in Ukraine is that it is being carried out in the name of a supposed Russian-Ukrainian shared identity, but non-ethnic Russians seem to have been overrepresented among Russian troops. Indeed, ethnic minorities appear to have been heavily drafted, mostly for the reason that their ethnic identity overlaps with an impoverished socioeconomic status. Military service tends to attract young men from economically depressed regions with no other professional or income-generating alternatives. This has been accentuated over the months; the Russian authorities have offered generous financial and status-related packages for those new recruits enlisting in the army or joining the volunteer battalions. Two key regions have been disproportionately sending men to war: the North Caucasus (Dagestan and Chechnya, and to a lesser extent Ingushetia and North Ossetia) and the Baikal region (Buryatia and Tuva).

Kadyrov’s Military and Political Offensive

The North Caucasian case combines classic socioeconomic characteristics that favor the army as a ladder of social promotion in regions with high male youth unemployment, and local political specificities, especially in the case of Chechnya, known for its infamous local dictatorial regime led by Ramzan Kadyrov. In some cases, recruitment for volunteer battalions was indeed a coercive one, with pressure placed on families to send their sons.

---

Several Chechen units are fighting in Ukraine currently, even if it is difficult to assess precise numbers and actions given that much of the information available online and spread by actors themselves is fake. The most conservative reports indicate around 10,000 men, with some (less credible) of up to 70,000. The main groups, such as the famous Ahmat-Grozny OMON troops — the oldest remaining organization dating from the First Chechen War — are part of the Russian National Guard (Rosgvardiya), which reports directly to Vladimir Putin. They are trained for law enforcement more than for classic military battles but are supervised by well-trained Chechen officers, including those who were deployed in the Syrian war theaters. Some other groups are integrated into the Russian Armed Forces, such as the Zapad (meaning “Occident” or “West”) Battalion — formed in 2003 by Said-Magomed Kakiev, who opposed the Dżochar Dudaev regime and sided with Moscow — now reorganized into several other entities such as Yug (South) and Sever (North).

Strong from their first-hand experience in the Russian operation in Syria, Chechen troops have played a key role in Russia’s offensive in Ukraine. They were on the front lines in the first days trying to capture Kyiv and the Chernobyl nuclear station, then redeployed to Mariupol and later on the Donbas front, in Severodonetsk and Lysychansk. Kadyrov has stationed himself and his troops squarely in Russia’s newly occupied territories; the leader of the self-proclaimed Donetsk People’s Republic, Denis Pušilin, said he would use the experience of Grozny to rebuild destroyed cities, and Kadyrov has been negotiating for controlling the postwar reconstruction of Mariupol. The Ahmat Kadyrov Fund has also been involved in charity activities in the occupied territories.

However, Kadyrov’s total engagement in the war can also be explained by domestic, intra-Chechen concerns: there is indeed a parallel war within the war going on, as the Kadyrovite battalions are fighting their Chechen opponents siding with Kyiv; the Ukraine-based Sheikh Mansur Battalion and the Dżochar Dudaev Battalion are both populated by anti-Kadyrov soldiers who have been fighting against the Grozny regime from abroad and hope to take the war to Russia.

---

11. SKFO Telegraph Z, Telegram, April 1, 2022, available at: https://t.me/skfo_telegraph.
on Russian soil. This intra-Chechen struggle was reinforced by the Ukrainian Rada (Parliament) taking the decision, in October, to declare Ichkeria (the name for an independent Chechnya) as a territory “occupied” by Russia.

If the Putin regime survives the war, the place of Kadyrov among the Russian elites may be consolidated, while his traditional enemies from the intelligence directorates and the military appear weakened by their failure to deliver what should have been a blitzkrieg to overthrow Zelensky’s government. Like Prigožin’s Wagner group, Kadyrov’s praetorian guard appears as a successful model for “doing the job” requested by the president, more than a (now) exhausted, demoralized, and logistically challenged regular army.

It seems that Kadyrov was one of the first to be informed of Putin’s war plans and since the launch of the invasion, he has taken maximum advantage of the legitimacy he has been able to garner from this war context. He has publicly denounced the weaknesses, hesitations and cowardice of many of the military top brass, and tried to portray himself as Putin’s most loyal foot soldier. After the humiliating retreat of Russian troops at Izyum, he called for the “self-mobilization” of Russian society, rather than waiting for Moscow to declare martial law or mobilization, harshly criticized Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu, and invited each region to send at least 1,000 volunteers.

While criticizing the established military elites for their war mismanagement, Kadyrov has continued to work at integrating Chechnya into the ideological infrastructure of the Russian regime and its new radical wartime framing. Putin’s mentions of Russia as an imperial project fit well with Kadyrov’s own vision of Chechen nationalism as a crucial matрешka (nesting dolls) component of a pan-Russian nationalism. Chechen national pride is presented as a key

14. “’V rajone Majdana ili Kresцatika tance podgotovim’. Čto čeloveku s golosom Kadyrova dokladyvali nakanune” [“We prepare dances in the Maydan and Kreschatik neighborhoods.” What was reported the day before to a man whose voice sounds like Kadyrov’s], BBC News Russkā Služba, February 26, 2022, available at: www.bbc.com.
component of a state-centric nationalism that embraces the cult of ethnic and religious diversity at home and an imperial agenda abroad. Chechen troops’ heavy presence on social media — in a full-blown information war against Ukrainian troops on Instagram and TikTok — plays a performative role of showing disciplined troops reproducing the most radical version of the state narrative on the need to “denazify” Ukraine, while at the same time cultivating the traditional clichés of Chechen fighters’ cruelty.

On several occasions, Kadyrov has been ambiguous about his federal ambitions, and his announcement on September 3 that he would like to resign from his status as head of state of Chechnya could be a call for a reward of federal status once most of the active hostilities are over. The loyalty of the Chechen leadership as a whole has been rewarding: Kadyrov was promoted to the rank of Lieutenant General, and the Rosgvardiya Chechen branch leader Adam Delimhanov was awarded the title of Hero of Russia for his military role in Ukraine. As stated by Canadian researcher Jean-François Ratelle, “Kadyrov and his followers have moved from a regional armed group in Russia to a rising political force in the field of Russian federal politics.” This raises the question of the consolidation of the role of Muslims in Russia.

A Consolidated Role for Muslims in Russia?

While the impact of the war on Russian society and its regime is still unknown, one may envision that, given the course the regime is maintaining, the place of ethnic minorities in post-war Russia will be consolidated. While many young, highly educated, ethnic Russians are leaving, and the Russian middle class is generally unhappy with the deteriorating economic and political conditions, the poorest regions and the state-budget-dependent constituencies, of which ethnic minorities make up an important part, will become even more central to regime security and stability. Not all of Russia’s ethnic minorities are of Muslim background, but Russia’s Muslims represent an important group (at least 10% of the population) and two key republics which historically have been leading the fight for sovereignty against the federal center, Chechnya and Tatarstan, are of Muslim culture.

With Putin’s announcement of a “partial” mobilization, waves of protests have shaken Dagestan as well as some other ethnic republics such as Buriatiya and Sakha (Yakutiya). The already high death toll paid by ethnic minorities has merged with accumulated grievances against differential treatment between citizens coming from Russia’s rich metropolitan centers and provincial populations. Even Kadyrov declared that his republic had already fulfilled its quota and stopped the mobilization earlier than other regions, and the spouse of the Dagestan’s mufti made a similar declaration.

The existence of a protest mood among some Russia’s ethnic populations does not automatically translate into political dissent. While Western pundits tend to insist on ethnic minorities as being dissidents by their very nature, survey data show us a more nuanced reality. Although minorities seem less supportive of the war than the majority Russians, they are also usually among the most loyal constituencies of the Putin regime, both for socioeconomic reasons (state support for their regions’ development, large constituencies funded by state budget) and cultural reasons (stronger conservatism in the area of social morality issues that fit the regime’s ideological language), as well as for idiosyncratic issues associated with local politics, such as the mass use of the “administrative resources” organized to deliver voters for the president’s party.

Ethnic minorities are not the only ones heavily targeted by the authorities to enlist. Dramatically lacking in manpower for its armed forces, the regime has developed strategies to reach out to labor migrants from Central Asia. The Duma passed a law making it easier for foreign nationals to obtain Russian citizenship if they sign up for military service for no less than a year (three years before). The Wagner Group appears to have also tried to recruit

Central Asians through social media. Some Uzbek migrant associations have invited their fellow citizens (many migrants have dual citizenship) to enlist in the Russian Armed Forces as a way of showing thankfulness to their adoptive motherland Russia, but this created a backlash in all the Central Asian states, which each stated publicly that it was forbidden for their citizens to enlist in foreign military service. The Muslim Board of Uzbekistan declared unambiguously: “Muslims are not permitted to unite with non-Muslims and fight against another community of non-Muslims.”

Toughening its tone, Russia’s Presidential Human Rights Council proposed mandatory military service for natives of Central Asian countries who have had Russian citizenship for less than 10 years; so far, this has not been implemented.

The shooting in a Belgorod military camp on October 15 relaunched the debate on the place of Muslims in Russian warfare. From the preliminary information available, the shooting was conducted by two or three men with a Muslim background (likely Tajiks) who refused to serve, saying it was not “their war.” What followed was a vivid discussion with the camp administrator, who declared it was a “holy war” for all Russian citizens. The Muslim soldiers replied that holy war was only for Muslims against non-Muslims, only to be answered that Allah was a coward — up to the point where the Muslim soldiers took out their weapons and killed at least 11 people. This case, so far unique, is nonetheless revealing of the potential tensions to emerge within the Russian Armed Forces among a growing number of conscripts, volunteers or mobilized men from Muslim backgrounds, and the logistical adaptation it will necessitate (time and place for prayers, halal food, etc.).

More globally, Russia’s Islamic institutions, such as the Moscow and the Ufa-based Spiritual Administration of Muslims, have been supporting the state-backed war narrative. For them,
the war is less problematic than it has been for the Russian Orthodox Church, which lost control over a large number of its parishes in Ukraine. Ufa-based sheikh Talgat Tadzetdinov, always the loudest and least nuanced of voices, issued a *fatwa* proclaiming the dead Russian Muslim soldiers were *chahids* (martyrs);\(^{31}\) Al’bir Krganov, Mufti of the Spiritual Assembly of Muslims, who has gained control over the Muslim community of Luhansk (but not of that of Donetsk),\(^ {32}\) has been in favor of Russia’s recognition of the regions’ independence;\(^ {33}\) and some North Caucasian figures known for their hawkish positions declared the special military operation a *jihad*,\(^ {34}\) or called for liquidating Ukraine,\(^ {35}\) often in the name of exposing Western hypocrisy.\(^ {36}\) While all these institutions are divided by vivid internal struggles, they can unite in the name of anti-Westernism. Only the Moscow-based Spiritual Administration led by Ravil’ Gajnutdin showed some reluctance and called for peace.\(^ {37}\)

Like many constituencies of the Russian population, Muslims have been polarized by the war. The majority have supported the regime, sided with a new level of anti-Western propaganda, and accepted massive enrolment in the Armed Forces, while a minority denounced a war between Slavic and Christian nations that has nothing to do with Muslims. Those who protested are composed of a mixed bag of people opposing the war for ideological reasons and those denouncing, above all, the material conditions of a poorly executed recruitment and the lack of serious training before being sent to the front. In any case, the war has reopened the question of Russia’s federal identity and the place

---

33. A. Galimziáinov, “Ne vse rossíjskije muftii podderžali voennuju specoperaciju na Ukraine” [Not all Russian muftis support the military operation in Ukraine], *EurAsia Daily*, March 31, 2022, available at: [https://eadaily.com](https://eadaily.com).
35. A. Galimziáinov, “Ne vse rossíjskije muftii podderžali voennuju specoperaciju na Ukraine”, *op. cit*.
36. Úliá Syéeva, “Muftí Tatarstana zaavíl o podderžke specoperacii na Ukraine” [Tatarstan’s mufti expresses support for the special operation in Ukraine], *URA.ru*, March 2, 2022, available at: [https://ura.news](https://ura.news).
37. G. Sibgatullina, “Russia’s Muslim Leaders on the Invasion of Ukraine: United in a Display of Loyalty, Divided in Competition for Power.”, *op. cit*.
that minorities, and especially Muslims, play in it. It has also shaken Russia’s place in the global Islamic world and especially its status in the Middle East.
The Foreign Islamic World: The Middle East’s Reaction to the War

As with the rest of the non-Western world, the Islamic world (as well as Israel) has moved cautiously regarding the war. In March, the United Nations (UN) General Assembly resolution condemning the war (ES-11/1) garnered large support; the majority of Muslim countries condemned the invasion, though some abstained (as did a total of 35 UN member states, including Senegal, Mali, Algeria, Sudan, Iran, Iraq, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, and Tajikistan), a few were conveniently absent (Morocco, Azerbaijan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan) and, among Muslim countries, only Syria, one of Russia’s most loyal client states, voted “no.” A similar result was obtained at the UN General Assembly in its Resolution ES-11/4 condemning Russia’s annexation of four Ukrainian territories: 143 in favor with 35 abstaining and 5 opposing. The majority of abstainers were countries from Asia and Africa, while the Middle East was divided.38

However, many more Muslim countries refused to vote to suspend Russia from the UN Human Rights Council: 58 abstained, among them Egypt, Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, Jordan, Qatar, Kuwait, Iraq, Pakistan, Malaysia, and Indonesia. And the Global South largely united to refuse to join the eight waves of sanctions decided on by the US and Europe, in the name of preserving their own economies (see Table 1).

**TABLE 1. Main Muslim regional countries and their position on the war in Ukraine**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Algeria</td>
<td>Abstention</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Abstention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahrain</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Abstention</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>Abstention</td>
<td>Abstention</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Abstention</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Abstention</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>Abstention</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Abstention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iraq</td>
<td>Abstention</td>
<td>Abstention</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Abstention</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuwait</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Abstention</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libya</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morocco</td>
<td>Abstention</td>
<td>Abstention</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oman</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Abstention</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>Abstention</td>
<td>Abstention</td>
<td>Abstention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qatar</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Abstention</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Abstention</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td>Abstention</td>
<td>Abstention</td>
<td>Abstention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syria</td>
<td>No Adamdasheh</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunisia</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Abstention</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Turkey  | Yes | Yes | Yes
--- | --- | --- | ---
UAE  | Yes | Abstention | Yes
Yemen  | Yes | Abstention | Yes

Source: Compiled by author from United Nations / Digital Library
Aggression against Ukraine: resolution / adopted by the General Assembly, 2022
digitallibrary.un.org.
Humanitarian consequences of the aggression against Ukraine: resolution / adopted by the General Assembly, 2022
digitallibrary.un.org, and

The Reasons for the Muslim World’s Cautiousness Toward the War

The reasons for the Middle East — as for much of the Global South — refusing to take sides in the conflict can be found both in local political cultures and worldviews, and in pragmatic interests. First, the West’s framing of the war in Ukraine as a fight for democracy against authoritarianism does not resonate with many regimes for whom democracy is a synonym for chaos and foreign interference; it would have had a better chance of success if it had been framed as a defense of Ukraine’s sovereignty and territorial integrity.

Second, seen from the South, the war is largely interpreted as belonging to the Global North, pitting the US and European normative imperialism against Russia’s own imperialism in its “near abroad.” While many in the South may have been shocked by Russia’s blatant violations of international law, the Muslim world has also painful memories of what it sees as US unilateralism and military interventionism. Memories of the US invasion of Iraq, the management of the Libyan crisis, and the failed 20-year NATO (North Atlantic Treaty Organization) presence in Afghanistan, as well as accumulated resentment against former European colonial powers such as France and the UK, have all shaped public opinion in Muslim-majority countries, with the result that the Western narrative on the war in Ukraine does not really resonate with many of them.

To this, should be added the feeling in the Muslim world that migrants and refugees coming from the South have been largely mistreated when compared to the warmer welcome given to

---

Ukrainian refugees in Europe, with many non-Ukrainians having found themselves relegated to the lower ranks of the refugee hierarchies, which reinforces narratives on Western racism.\textsuperscript{41}

Even before the war, Muslim public opinion tended to be more divided on its views of Russia than did Western public opinion. In formerly socialist countries such as Algeria and Iraq, in Russia’s strategic partners such as Iran and Turkey, but also, more interestingly, in traditionally more Western-oriented countries such as Morocco, Tunisia and Jordan, Russia could rely on at least a 1/3 favorability rating — although this was only a plurality, as its disapproval rating remained quite high as well (see Table 2). In May 2022, a YouGov survey of 14 Middle Eastern countries found that 66\% of respondents had no stance on the war. An almost equal number backed Ukraine and Russia (18 and 16\% respectively), while 24\% blamed NATO for the start of the war.\textsuperscript{42} We can therefore conclude that the current cautious position of many Muslim countries toward Russia’s war is explainable more by resentment toward the West than by a pro-Russian position per se.


TABLE 2. Perception of Russia in Muslim countries polled by Gallup, most recent year, only countries with data since 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Approve</th>
<th>Disapprove</th>
<th>Doesn’t know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Afghanistan</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algeria</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iraq</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libya</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morocco</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunisia</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yemen</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Compiled by author from Gallup, www.gallup.com

Third, national economic interests dominate and no-one in an already fragile Middle East wants to aggravate their domestic economic situation in the name of sanctioning Russia. Many Middle Eastern countries depend heavily on cereal imports from both Russia and Ukraine; Lebanon for instance receives 96% of its wheat supplies from these two countries, Egypt 85%, and Libya about 75% (see Table 3). Rising prices of basic goods are usually seen as the main recipe for social protests — a scenario that no-one in the region wants.

to see repeated. The grain-export agreement between Russia, Ukraine and the UN secured by Turkey, aimed to avert a global food crisis by guaranteeing the safe passage of ships in and out of Ukrainian ports, is working only partly; so far only about 30% of cargo has gone to low and lower-middle-income countries. Given the climate crisis, with 2022 being a record year in terms of temperature and climatic catastrophes, many Muslim countries may still face wheat deficits in the winter, coupled with high energy prices.

**TABLE 3. Cereal imports from Russia and Ukraine by Muslim countries, in USD, 2019**

![Bar chart showing cereal imports from Russia and Ukraine by Muslim countries, in USD, 2019.](chart_url)

*Source: Compiled by author from UN Comtrade, comtradeplus.un.org, and World Bank, data.worldbank.org*

---

The war is generating repercussions all over the world and especially throughout the Middle East, with regional powers able to exercise a pragmatic, transactional foreign policy that keeps them from having to take sides and helps them in raising their own profile and autonomy.

Turkey is without doubt the country in the Middle East that has been benefitting the most from the weakening of Russia resulting from its engagement in the war in Ukraine. It now finds itself seated comfortably in a position from which it is balancing between all actors and has been able to bolster its international prestige and play up strongly its “crossroads” or multipronged foreign policy.

Before the war, Turkey had strengthened its partnership with Ukraine, including deepening defense ties, especially with the sale of its Bayraktar TB2 drones, started even before the war, which have proven instrumental in helping Ukrainian forces attack Russian positions, and could lead to a new stage of joint production. Support for the Crimean Tatar community also reinforced Ankara’s support for Kyiv already since Crimea’s annexation in 2014.

However, Turkey’s multifaceted relationship with Russia has remained important. Russia has been a major trade partner ($32.5 billion as of 2021), a foreign investment source (more than $10 billion), a major source of tourists (about 5 million visitors per year), an energy supplier, and a military partner for Turkey (with the purchase of the Russian S-400 missile system). Geopolitically, the Russia-Turkey relationship has been more complicated, with tensions in their shared neighborhood, especially over the Caucasus and the Balkans, and soft, mostly economic and cultural, competition in Central Asia. Yet both regimes have been pragmatic and transactional enough to work together in several war zones where their strategic interests collide such as Syria, Libya, and Karabakh.

45. For the most complete picture of the bilateral relationship, see I. Facon, Russie-Turquie : Un défi à l’Occident ?, Paris, Passés / composés, April 2022, available at: www.frstrategie.org.
With the war, Turkey’s middle-ground position has been challenged, yet President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan has succeeded in maintaining his balancing act. Ankara has stood firm with its NATO allies, enforced the closing of the Bosporus Straits to the Russian Navy, and called Russia’s invasion an act of war. But it has not imposed sanctions or cancelled flights between the two countries. Many Russians have moved to Turkey, bringing with them their own businesses to avoid sanctions — something economically positive for the Turkish economy.47

Ankara also wants to take advantage of the war to achieve its long-term goal of becoming a major energy transit hub — with the latest proposal by Moscow (just after the Nord Stream explosions) to launch a new version of the failed South Stream Pipeline project to export Russian gas to Turkey.48 Erdoğan’s proactive approach to the conflict has bolstered Turkey’s diplomatic prestige, positioning it as one of the few countries that might be able to bring the two warring parties to the negotiating table. Ankara has indeed become the main forum for diplomatic talks between Kyiv and Moscow, and it sealed the wheat deal under UN leadership.49

Like Turkey, Iran is also benefitting from Russia’s weakened global status. The bilateral relationship had already improved under Hassan Rohani’s presidency (2013–2021) thanks to the Moscow/Tehran military coordination in Syria and Russia’s established support for the renewal of the 2015 Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) nuclear deal. With the war in Ukraine, the military partnership has become the new driving engine of the relationship.50 The selling of Iranian “kamikaze drones” to Russia, used with deadly effect on the Ukrainian battlefield, has embodied this newfound military cooperation — possibly also with the deployment of Iranian military personnel on the ground to train...

Russian Armed Forces to use them—costing Tehran the loss of accreditation of its ambassador in Ukraine.

For Tehran, a weakened and isolated Russia guarantees it getting a hearing and support from the Kremlin more than before, when Moscow was trying to position itself in more of a balancing role between Iranian and Western actors. President Ebrahim Raissi has thus gone all in on supporting Moscow in its anti-Western rhetoric, and on sharing Russia’s view of the conflict as meddling by the West in Russia’s sphere of influence. Iran’s long experience with Western sanctions also contributes to its rapprochement with Moscow; in the event (quite improbable so far) of the relaunch of the nuclear deal, the lifting of sanctions on Iran could help Russia to bypass its own sanctions through a swap deal (Tehran could buy Russian oil for internal use and export its own oil to clients on Russia’s behalf). Yet this new alliance cannot resolve Russia’s major issues: the Iranian economy, already exhausted, cannot offer many reliefs from sanctions to Moscow, and the Ayatollah regime is busy with repressing its domestic public opinion.

Saudi Arabia, too, has had to walk a fine line between the two sides in the war. A traditional bastion of US strategic presence in the Persian Gulf, the Wahhabi kingdom, has been losing confidence in America’s commitment to the Middle East and has improved its relations with Moscow over the years. In 2007, Putin became the first Russian leader to officially visit Riyadh. Ten years later, King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud became the first Saudi king (then followed by Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman) to visit Moscow. In 2021, at a time when the kingdom was still marginalized on the international scene after the horrific murder of journalist Jamal Khashoggi, Russia signed an agreement on military cooperation with Riyadh.

The two countries take opposing positions in their policies on Syria, Iran and Egypt, but they also share a lot, especially through the

---

OPEC+ (Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries) framework. Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman has been quite explicit that his kingdom’s long partnership with the United States was not a sufficient reason for it to trump his relationship with Russia (or with China, for that matter), whatever the pressures emanating from the White House. This strategy was confirmed in early October with the decision of OPEC+ to sharply cut production by two million barrels a day and thus boost crude prices, a decision that resulted in the West accusing the organization of siding with Russia.

Similarly, the Emirates joined China and India in abstaining on the first UN resolution condemning the invasion, seeing in the war a European, not a global, issue, and being frustrated by the US changing involvement in the Gulf and tensions with China. They also have some pragmatic interest related to Russia’s role in OPEC+ and have appreciated Moscow’s quite neutral posture on internal Gulf tensions and the Yemen war. Moreover, as everywhere in the Middle East, the image of a strong leader cultivated by Vladimir Putin helped to generate support. As stated by Abdulkhaleq Abdulla, Professor at UAE University, “because of Putin’s deep respect for the leading role of the Gulf states and for what they have achieved, some considered he deserved reciprocity.”

Among other regional powers trying to maintain balance in the conflict is Egypt. The country imports its cereals mostly from both Ukraine and Russia, and tourists from both countries represent up to one-third of annual visitors. President Abdel-Fattah el-Sisi has been reinforcing his relationship with Russia since he came to power in 2014, which resulted in a comprehensive partnership agreement in 2018. Egypt also has deep economic and military ties with Russia, which is financing and building Egypt’s first nuclear power plant, at Dabaa, on a Russian loan of $25 billion (which is likely to be disrupted now) and provides about 40% of Egypt’s weapons, making it the country’s primary arms supplier. Yet, Egypt is mostly weakened by the war because of its grain

dependence and cannot enjoy high revenues from oil and gas as Saudi Arabia does, or enhanced regional strategic status as do Turkey and Iran.

The War’s Repercussions for Middle Eastern Conflicts

While Middle Eastern regional powers have been managing their balancing act fairly well, Russia’s miscalculation of the cost and length of the war is having a direct impact on conflicts in the Middle East in which Russia has been involved. Syria and Libya are both likely to pay a high price for the complete breakdown of US–Russia relations.62

The Russian official military forces, as well as informal troops such as those from the Wagner Group, have been reduced in both countries, as Moscow has sent back parts of its military forces to the Ukrainian battleground. In Libya, both Russia and Turkey sided with different local partners: Moscow has supported the self-appointed “field-marshall” Khalifa Haftar, sent his Libyan National Army weapons, and then the Wagner Group’s support, and has cooperated with Egypt and the UAE in supporting Haftar, while Ankara has preferred to sustain the UN-backed Tripoli government and sent military trainers, planners, Syrian mercenaries, and armed drones.63 Wagner troops have already partly left, and Moscow’s direct involvement on the ground is destined to decline as the war in Ukraine consumes most of Russia’s military reserves, in terms of both manpower and equipment.64

In Syria too, Russia is gradually letting Iranian-backed groups and Turkey dominate the conflict zones.65 It could also find itself challenged in keeping its highly strategic Hmeimim Air Base in Syria, overlooking the Mediterranean Sea. With the closure of the Bosphorus to the Russian Navy since March, Moscow has faced difficulties in


Will Russia’s military retreat from direct involvement in the Middle East result in the de-escalation of conflicts there, as supposed by Pavel Baev?\footnote{67}{P. Baev, “Irrelevant Intrigues and Diminished Power Projection: Russia in Retreat from the Middle East”, Institute for European, Russian, and Eurasian Studies, \textit{PONARS Eurasia Policy Memo}, No. 801, October 10, 2022, available at: \texttt{www.ponarseurasia.org}.} Or could it, on the contrary, accelerate these, as it shifts the local balance of power? The Libyan situation could indeed evolve with Moscow’s decreased presence, but in Syria, Russia will continue to back Bashar al-Assad as much as possible. Moreover, the regime in Damascus is being slowly reintegrated into the regional scene and recognized (even if reluctantly) as legitimate by neighboring actors. Turkey and Iran have consolidated their positions as the main powerbrokers of the Syrian crisis, and Erdoğan now seems to be in a dominant position to expand Turkey’s “security zone” in northern Syria against the Western-backed Kurds,\footnote{68}{M. Tokyay, “Ankara, Damascus Discuss Potential Normalization after Years of Broken Ties”, \textit{Arab News}, August 15, 2022, available at: \texttt{www.arabnews.com}.} without Russia being able to slow him down.

Several other Middle Eastern conflicts, such as the Yemen war and the enduring Israeli-Palestinian conflict, do not have Russia as one of their key actors and therefore are not directly affected by Moscow’s power retreat.

Further to the east, the war in Ukraine followed another geopolitical earthquake (albeit one of a smaller scale at the global level) in Russia’s backyard: the catastrophic US withdrawal from Afghanistan and the Taliban’s return to power in Kabul. Since the Islamic State’s presence in Afghanistan has been reinforced, Moscow has begun developing ties with the Taliban after years of considering them unacceptable as partners, based on the realist idea that it is easier to negotiate with a reactionary regime anchored in local realities than it is with a highly ideological and transnational grouping motivated by the total destruction of its enemies, as would be the case with the Islamic State.

Russia’s long-term Special Representative for Afghanistan, Zamir Kabulov, has been a central figure in this strategy. The Kremlin invited the Taliban to Moscow for talks in late 2021,\footnote{69}{“Russia Invites Taliban to Afghanistan Conference in Moscow”, \textit{Al Jazeera English}, October 7, 2021, available at: \texttt{www.aljazeera.com}.} agreed to reaccredit Taliban diplomats in March 2022, and in September signed
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an economic agreement with them for the delivery of oil, gas, and wheat.\textsuperscript{70} Russia is the first great power to sign such an agreement with the new Taliban regime, yet without recognizing it as legitimate (the Taliban are still legally considered as a terrorist group in Russian legislation).

This partnership makes sense for both parties: the Taliban are in search of international recognition and economic and humanitarian support, and will therefore leverage Russia’s partial recognition as a model that can be followed by other countries; Russia needs to have counterparts in Kabul to try to mitigate narcotic flows through Central Asia, and ensure that no Islamic movement targeting Central Asia and Russia would be supported by Kabul.\textsuperscript{71} In Central Asia, Russia’s pragmatic approach has been fairly well understood by all local regimes, themselves in search of stabilizing a relationship with the new Afghan government — with the exception of Tajikistan, for which the lack of status given to Afghan Tajiks in a heavily Pashtun-centered Taliban regime remains a sensitive issue.

**Is Russia’s Weakening Relegitimating the SCO and BRICS?**

Paradoxically, Russia’s weakening on the international scene, because of both its brazen violation of international law and its inability to succeed militarily on the Ukrainian battlefield, may consolidate the emergence of a new regional order. Russia’s diminished great-power status, indeed, contributes to a rebalancing of power in the non-Western world, with China confidently taking the lead in this sphere, and Turkey consolidating its place in the South Caucasus and Central Asia.

The Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) will likely confirm Iran’s full membership by the summer of 2023; Tehran has signed the memorandum of understanding (MoU) preparing the way for its entry into the organization, a form of recognition for which it has long been waiting. Indeed, for Tehran, joining a rising diplomatic forum such as the SCO, with no obligations to fulfill (the SCO is based on consensus and has limited institutional capacity), is a new springboard for its regime at a time when it is being shaken by nationwide protests from within and hit hard by US sanctions from without. For Russia, Iran’s entry guarantees a new friend in an


\textsuperscript{71} F. as-Surani, “Kak skladyvalis’ otno\v{s}eni\v{a} Moskvy s talibami?” [How Moscow’s relationship with the Taliban took shape?], *Inosmi*, August 17, 2022, available at: [http://inosmi.ru](http://inosmi.ru).
organization largely dominated by China. And for the Central Asian states, Iran is potentially the missing link for them to reduce their own dependence on Russia’s transit hub status.⁷²

Several regional powers such as Turkey, Egypt and Saudi Arabia (and potentially Indonesia as well as Argentina) are interested in membership BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa), and their potential accession has already been discussed by Russia, China, and India in recent months.⁷³ While BRICS is less political and more economics-focused than the SCO, it still reveals the attraction and consolidation of a non-Western world order. For all the BRICS members and aspiring members, the way the US has been leading the economic warfare against Russia is a push factor toward financial and monetary decoupling from Western institutions and the dollar’s dominance (a risk recognized by the International Monetary Fund already in March 2022 during the first waves of sanctions)⁷⁴ and toward technological sovereignty, both for controlling information flows but also to avoid being disconnected from the World Wide Web, the SWIFT payments system, etc.

In both the SCO and the BRICS cases, we see four main Muslim powers (Turkey, Iran, Saudi Arabia, and the Emirates) emerging as key regional actors (to which should be added Israel) able to pragmatically pivot their foreign policies in a new chaotic environment to take advantage of the decline of both Russia and the West and the emergence of new multipolar blocs.

---

Conclusion

With its miscalculated war, Russia has been destroying many of the successes it secured over the last two decades. It has lost a large part of its legitimacy in Eurasia itself, accelerating the end of the post-Soviet order in the region, and it has lost years’ worth of economic integration with European and global Western industries and markets, sending the country backward in economic, industrial and technological development. It has also transformed its domestic scene, not with the war itself (which is largely seen by the population as being far removed from their lives), but with its mobilization, which means that the war is now coming to the home front too.

With a contracting economy (though it is not collapsing as Western pundits have been prematurely announcing), the Kremlin has become much more repressive and ideologically indoctrinating to keep the population supportive of the regime’s decisions. In such an equilibrium, ethnic minorities may play a critical role, on both sides: creating pockets of protest in some corners, while offering both genuine and forced support for Moscow’s policies in others. Whatever the future of the Russian political system will be, depending on how the war is managed and brought to an end (or not), Russia’s ethnic minorities, and especially Muslims and the North Caucasian republics, will become an important factor in the regime’s stability or collapse.

On the international scene, Russia is down but not out. The decline is resulting in a retrenchment strategy — that is, a redefinition of Russia’s objectives to core commitments, drawing down everything that is nonessential, to deal with its geopolitical decline and newly exposed weaknesses. In such a retrenchment strategy, the Middle East will continue to play a key part in Russia’s foreign policy; with little hope of rebuilding its relationship with the West for years, if not decades, to come, the Kremlin will now fully concentrate on the Global South. By losing part of its great-power status, it will become a more equal partner to its fellow BRICS members and BRICS-aspiring countries, as well as in the role it plays within the SCO, and let China lead both organizations.

The Kremlin will have to learn to deal with its weakened status and projection of power, with some potential impact on its capacity to support the Syrian regime, to be involved as far away as the Libyan theater of operations, and to maintain its presence in African countries such as Mali and the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC). Turkey and Iran will be able to regain influence in their own “near abroad” with less coordination coming down from Moscow. For the Kremlin, the OPEC+ forum and its relationship to Riyadh will become crucial to keeping up the pressure on Western energy markets.

In this new configuration, the main regional powers of the Middle East have been maintaining a delicate balancing act between the West and Ukraine on one side and Russia on the other, and have so far been successful at it. All have excelled at transactional maneuvering and nonalignment, a sign that Russia’s weakening power projection does not result in the West’s rising, but rather in the West’s decline too. All are trying to maximize their gains from the conflict and the strategic autonomy that it has suddenly offered, and to adjust this rebalancing to the intra-regional rearrangement occurring over the past few years (Israel’s improved relationship with the Gulf states, the Syrian regime’s gradual regional reintegration, Iran’s securing its nuclear status, etc.). Turkey appears to be emerging as the main beneficiary (along with China) of Russia’s weakening, but other regional powers such as Iran, Saudi Arabia, Emirates, and Egypt have also been navigating the conflict with nuance.

Russia’s retrenchment may be seen as a victory of the West in Europe itself, but there is no Western victory in the Global South; on the contrary, the war is accelerating the fragmentation of the world, the deglobalization and regionalization of strategic blocs and economic ties. Regional powers are learning their lessons from the way the West is leading its economic warfare against Russia and will reinforce their own autonomy from Western institutions and pressure points, especially in relation to the dollar’s extraterritoriality and the US’s digital supremacy. This provides confirmation, if any is still needed, that if the war may result in a reconsolidated “collective West” in the Global North, outside of the West the war is accelerating the multi-polarization of the world, and therefore the West’s global decline.
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